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Welcome to June! 

Hello everyone and thanks for reading the Caregivers Newsletter. Well as you know spring has done 

sprung and was run over by wind and summer. In June we can expect dry hot weather, and  

everyone has a protocol about seniors and heat, and if you don’t, Dr Woods will be talking about it 

in this month’s issue. What I do know is keeping our seniors hydrated and cool is one of our most 

important summer goals as caregivers.  

In addition, June is a great time to look at fun indoor activities. We have been finding music works 

well for our clients and in the morning, they enjoy singing with the oldies. Indoor games, as well as 

movies with snacks are always a crowd pleaser for our residents. Please keep yourself nice and cool 

this month, have a safe and relaxing summer and enjoy our newsletter.  





In addition to physiological factors like reduced sensitivity to thirst, poorer circulation and higher incidence of chronic  

conditions, seniors are especially vulnerable to heat-related illnesses due to social isolation. 

Seniors are more susceptible to dehydration than younger people because they don’t sweat or recognize thirst as effectively as 

they used to, plus, many seniors take diuretics, which cause the body to lose fluids. To prevent dehydration, it is recommended 

that caregivers make sure seniors drink plenty of water before heading outdoors and throughout any time spent in the sun. Be 

sure if seniors do go outside to have a hat and sunscreen with at least 30 SPF and broad-spectrum protection from both UVA 

and UVB rays. 

So, what can a caregiver or assisted living home do to have fun and stay cool? Many homes do ice cream socials. These are 

downright fun and guess what, summer wouldn’t be complete without ice cream! An ice cream social is a great way to engage 

with others while cooling off with a sweet treat. Furthermore, ice cream might have a few health benefits when you buy the no 

sugar added which is my fav personally. Root beer floats are great, and you can use diet root beer. Use your imagination there 

are so many cool treats to make people cool off while having fun. 

Reading is a fantastic activity for seniors during any season, but especially during the summer. Aging adults can read while  

outside in the shade or inside in the comfort of AC. Reading might be difficult depending on eyesight or other factors, so you 

could use a blue tooth device and download the audio of the book and your seniors will be entertained for hours. If books are 

not their idea of fun, movies certainly hit the nail on the head. Movies during the heat of the day is fun and add a popsicle or 

slush drink with pretzels to make it even more fun. With streaming now and Netflix you can never go wrong with a movie. 

 Please feel free to writer to Anthony Diaz or our newsletter editor Leslie Ford to make suggestions that you find work really well 

in your home. We are always willing to share. You can contact Anthony at rosaschanteaz@gmail.com or Leslie Ford at 

leslie2new@gmail.com. They both would love to hear from you and how you do summer at your place as a caregiver.  

Safe Summer for Seniors in Our Care— 

By Tyler Woods 

The summer months can be difficult for seniors because as we 

age, our physiology changes in ways that boosts sensitivity to 

summer’s heat, humidity and sun exposure. In fact, according to 

research conducted at Duke University, more than 80% of  

heat-related deaths occur in people over 60.  





Accessing Health Information – Where to Start (Part 1) By Christy Wyles MS, RN, MLIS  

Accessing quality health information can be overwhelming and time-consuming.  When surfing the web, searches often result in 

information quantity over information quality.  This over-abundance of online health information is not always easy to discern 

which information is reliable and to be trusted.   

During my student experience in library science, I was introduced to the National Library of Medicine (NLM) resources, a branch 

of the Federal Government.  The NLM is the most extensive biomedical library in the world!  The NLM information resources 

may not be the first resources to appear in a google search; however, the NLM information resources are reliable, trustworthy, 

and regarded as the gold standard. The more familiar you are with the NLM resources, the more enjoyable your information-

seeking activities will become.  

A useful introduction to NLM consumer health information that is easy to read while informative is the NIH Medline Plus  
Magazine at https://magazine.medlineplus.gov/. 

 

The MedlinePlus Magazine page offers up-to-date health-related information in English and Spanish and is often accompanied by 

human interest stories.  April’s 2021 content focuses on the autoimmune joint disease, rheumatoid arthritis (RA), and highlights 

professional tennis player Caroline Wozniacki’s personal journey managing RA.  If you want to “find out more” about RA, to the 

right of the page, there are links to several other NLM resources such as MedlinePlus Health Topics, the National Institute of  

Arthritis, and ClinicalTrails.gov. Also, be sure to scroll down and catch the other articles related to RA. 

Next, be sure to explore the drop-down menus.  Go to “Issues” and select the current issue 

(Winter 2021) that features NFL star, DeMarcus Ware.   https://magazine.medlineplus.gov/

issues/current. 

This 32-page publication can be viewed online or downloaded as a pdf and shared with staff.  It 

has an array of health-related topics many relevant to assisted living residents and staff.  Topics 

include managing back pain before it gets worse (relevant for NFL players and caregivers). Five 

common skin conditions with pictures are featured on page 7. Palliative care, what to expect, 

and supporting family decision (starts on page 20). 

Another drop down menu area that is fun to explore is Multimedia. The Infographics are a quick read, 

sometimes fun (see Grab a Mat: The many benefits of yoga), sometimes more informative (see What is 

Community Immunity; FAST: How to spot a stroke and know when to call 911), and other times offers 

concerning statistics (see Oral health and older adults).  

This discussion is focused on a general NLM consumer health information resource, Medline Plus  

Magazine.  Hopefully this quick introduction is useful in your practice. 









Ok, as we are all aware here in the middle of our southwest desert summer is upon us. We will experience over the top  

temperatures and, if you are lucky, the ac is running a lot. This means that it is very important that we all watch out for  

dehydration, especially for seniors in our care. Seniors are susceptible to dehydration for a myriad of reasons, including diarrhea, 

a lot of sweat, loss of blood, diabetes, and side effects from prescribed medications or simply less water intake which can happen 

because seniors often do not acknowledge their thirst as readily as younger people. Also, as we age, we lose some of our natural 

water weight which will lead to our kidneys not working as efficiently to dispel toxins thus leading to more water loss. 

Knowing that those under our care can be susceptible to dehydration, it is part of our challenge to provide natural, healthy and 

inviting beverages to encourage hydration. Let’s look at some fun beverages that we can use that will provide hydration while 

making for a fun summer refresher. 

1. Fruit Infused Water: This would be water “infused” with such ingredients as lime, cucumber and mint; strawberry, lemon 

and mint; orange and lime; or apricot and strawberry with a little mint, truly, use your imagination. Not only are these fruit 

infused waters refreshing they are delicious. 

2. Watermelon: How easy can this be? Slice it up, juice it up, freeze it, you name it. Not only do you retain the water you ingest 

from watermelon, it is also a great source of the very important electrolytes. 

3. Sports Drinks: Although sports drinks can be full of sugar and other things like artificial flavors etc., you can find them in no 

sugar added, less sugar, or zero sugar options. Because they are often high in the vital electrolytes, they can provide a quick 

avenue to rehydration. 

4. Teas: There are a whole range of teas that can be flavorful and refreshing. Again, think of hydration so you would want these 

teas to be caffeine free or primarily herbal. Hibiscus tea, caffeine free green tea and mint, chamomile to name a few.  

5. Coconut Water: Coconut water has become a more natural way that sports drinks to replace lost electrolytes. They generally 

have less sugar or added ingredient than sports drinks. 

This is just a partial list to jumpstart our creative minds into making sure that we and those under our care have the best oppor-

tunity to stay hydrated during our hot, long summer here in Tucson. Ice it up and drink it down!  

Keeping Hydrated! 



There is Nothing Like Home 

Home Medical Care L.L.C. is a house calls practice that is owned and 

operated by an adult geriatric nurse practitioner who has been treating 

patients in their homes for 25 years. Over the past 25 years, it became 

more and more obvious that patients should not have to neglect their 

medical needs just because they cannot get to their doctor’s office. 

Having a house calls provider allows patients  more flexibility with their 

medical needs. 

Patients no longer have to worry about transportation, or not  

feeling well enough to make an appointment, or having a love one to 

take off work to bring them to a doctor’s office. 

Medical house calls also appeal to  patients that are too sick to drive 

to the doctor’s office; or patients who fear  getting sick while sitting 

in a waiting room full of germs; or  patients that don’t want to face 

the traffic that ensues while driving to the doctor’s office. 

Home visits allow for a more one-on-one relationship with your pro-

vider. 

Why not be seen in the comfort of your own home for the same 

cost? 

A provider that is totally committed to treating patients in their own 

home. 

A provider that has worked in the community for 20 years. 

A provider that understands all the obstacles of living in your own 

home after a serious illness or injury. 

A provider who has a wonderful network of community  

agencies to assist with your care if needed. 



Easy Key Lime Pie 

Ingredients 

1 package (8 ounces) cream cheese, softened 

1 can (14 ounces) sweetened condensed milk 

1/2 cup Key lime juice or lime juice 

1 graham cracker crust (9 inches) 

2 cups whipped topping 

Lime slices, optional 

Directions 

In a large bowl, beat cream cheese until smooth. Beat in milk and 

lime juice until blended. Transfer to crust. Refrigerate, covered, at 

least 4 hours. Just before serving, garnish with whipped topping 

and, if desired, lime slices. 

Source: https://www.tasteofhome.com/recipes/easy-key-lime-pie/ 

Grilled Brown Sugar Mustard Chicken 

Ingredients 

1/2 cup yellow or Dijon mustard 

1/3 cup packed brown sugar 

1/2 teaspoon ground allspice 

1/4 teaspoon crushed red pepper flakes 

8 boneless skinless chicken thighs (about 2 pounds) 

Directions 

In a large bowl, mix mustard, brown sugar, allspice and pepper 

flakes. Remove 1/4 cup mixture for serving. Add chicken to 

remaining mixture; toss to coat. 

Grill chicken, covered, over medium heat or broil 4 in. from 

heat 6-8 minutes on each side or until a thermometer reads 

170°. Serve with reserved mustard mixture. 

Source:https://www.tasteofhome.com/recipes/grilled-brown-sugar-

mustard-chicken/ 










